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New Lexington Catholic School Plant
t^^ fe4kA»«Afe«»j(fefiJ»
The Lexington Catholic High School was completed in May, 1957. The cost of the building
was approximately $720,000. It will accommodate 425 students. There are 2200 permanent
seats in the gymnasium.
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The
COACH
He never ranted and raved
When we fumbled the ball or lost a race;
Jest took it kinda quiet like.
Always looked the same—kind of a poker face.
He wasn't so old I guess,
But wise; always seemed to have a plan
To get us kids out of a slump,-—
•
Guess that's why we called him "Th' 01' Man."
Never talked much or bragged.
Came out to practice in old baggy clothes.
He'd jest stand around an' say
"Chuck, stretch out,—run more on your toes",
Or, "Bob, play nearer the end."
Kinda different. At first we'd just go ahead
Like we were ; but before long
We were doin' like Th' 01' Man said.
He felt more inside than showed,
Had lines on his face, and hair gettin' gray,
Like he worried about us.
But you'd never know from anything he'd say.
Voice kinda gruff when we'd win
An' his face'd get all red under th' tan
;
"Not bad", he'd say, an' we knew
That was high praise from Th' 01' Man.
An then sometimes we'd lose
But he didn't bawl us out or tear his hair;
Jest tightened his jaw a bit,
—
Even joked a Httle, so we'd think he didn't care;
But all next week we remembered
An' were out there when each practice began
Ready to lose a right leg
Or bust a heart to win for Th' 01' Man.
Didn't think much about it then
But after years of turmoil, bluster and noise
There was a class reunion
And thoughts were traded 'mong the boys.
We've widely divergent paths
But we started with a common unspoken plan;
Each resolved, in the game of life,
To make good,—for Th' 01' Man.
—H. V.'s Athletic Anthology
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Editor's Note:
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Early Season Basketball Questions—Installment 1
no corresponding change was made in 9-3.
Since 9-3 is merely a reminder of the provis-
ions in 7-6, the omission is not significant.
4. Play: During second extra period in a
game in which the sudden end method is be-
ing used, the score is A-50 and B-50. Al
scores a field goal. While the try is in flight,
he illegally charges into Bl. Bl scores on
both the first free throw and the bonus free
throw.
Ruling : The scoring of one additional point
may end the game.
5. Play: In second extra period, each team
scores one point on free throws, to make a
tie score A-51 and B-51. Al then scores a
field goal but commits a foul while the try
is in flight. If Bl scores on the first free
throw and also on the bonus free throw,
have they won the game?
Ruling: No. It is a tie score and one ad-
ditional point may end the game. If the third
sentence of third paragraph of Rule 5-7 were
taken literally, B might claim to be the win-
ner when they score their second noint on a
free throw. The phrase "from a false double
foul" is a holdover from pervious editions
and should be deleted.
6. Play: What is the relationship between
the 15-foot non-scoring belt and the action-
less contest rule?
Ruling: The onlv relationship is that Of-
ficial will hesitate to stop the r-ame and warn
teams if the offense, while behind in the
score, advances ball beyond the 15-foot non-
scoring belt. If, in this advance area, there is
passing or dribblino:, the Official will regard
it as adequate action even if the defense
holds in a deep zone. Under these circum-
stances, the defense should be willing to
move within guarding distance even if they
are ahead in the score. If, because of failure
to advance into scoring area. Referee finds
it necessary to warn the teams, he will then
pay no attention to the 15-foot belt unless
the 5-seconds held ball rule is being applied.
7. Play: During jump ball, jumper Al
1. Play: Should penalty for use of a digit
larger than 5 always be imposed and what
are the numbers which are permissible?
Ruling: According to rule, one free throw
should be awarded to the opponent if any
player or players appear on the court wear-
ing a digit larger than 5. At least four states
(California, Illinois, Missouri and Nebraska)
have applied for and been granted permis-
sion to delay enforcement of penalty for this
act until the season of 1958-59. In Illinois, the
delay in enforcement applies only to games
other than varsity games. The purpose is to
permit a school to continue to use jerseys
with higher numbers in second team or class
team games. Numbers which comply with
the rules are: Even—0, 4, 10, 12, 14, 20, 22,
24, 30, 32, 34, 40, 42, 44, 50, 52 and 54 ; Odd
—3, 5, 11, 13, 15, 21. 23, 25, 31. 33, 35,
41, 43, 45, 51, 53 and 55. It is not illegal to
use double zero or three digit numbers but
they are not recommended.
2. Play: What is the reason for differen-
tiating between basket interference (items a
and b of Rule 9-10) and goal tending (item
c of Rule 9-10) ?
Ruling: The important difference is that
the goal tending infraction cannot occur dur-
ing a free throw. If an attempt were made to
apply it to a free throw, there would be com-
plications because it would be possible to
have one free throw violation followed by
another, i.e., a player mierht have a foot over
the lane too soon nnd this could be followed
by the violation with a different penalty. At-
tempts to cover such situations would prob-
ably lead to more complications than separ-
ating the two acts as outlined in 9-10.
3. Play : Rule 7-6 about the throw-in states
that he shall pass ball directlv into the court.
Rule 9-3 does not include the word "directly."
Is there a reason for the difference ?
Ruling: The omission of "directly" in 9-3 is
inadvertent. When the change of several
years ago was made in the wording of 7-6, (Continued on Page Eleven)
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REPORTS NOW DUE
1. 1957 Football Participation List
2. School's Report of Football Officials
3. Official's Report on Schools (Football)
State Tournament Reservations
The 19,58 State HiQ:h School Basketball
Tournament will be heM in Lexington on
March 19-22. On October 21 each principal of
a K.H.S.A.A. member school and all city and
county suDerintendents v^^ere mailed an-
nouncements concerning reservations for
lodging during tournament time. In this an-
nouncement it was stated that the period of
November 1-15 has been designated as the
First Priority Period in the matter of making
reservations for rooms.
A Housinsr Committee, set up by the Lex-
ington Chamber of Commerce, will assist
with lodging reservations, giving first con-
sideration to school renresentatives who live
in distant parts of the state and to those
whose reservations begin on Wednesday
night, March 19. Requests for lodging reser-
vations should be addressed to: Lexington
Chamber of Commerce, Tournament Reser-
vations, 239 North Broadway, Lexington,
Kentucky.
The Second Priority Period will be from
November 15 to December 1. and will apply
to others who nlan to attend the tournament.
School officials should advise their patrons
concerninor this period through articles in
their local or county newspapers.
National Federation Basketball Test
Part 11 of the National Federation basket-
ball examination will be given all over Ken-
tucky on Monday, December 2, to officials
who wish to work for the "approved" and
"certified" ratings. Officials registered with
the K.H.S.A.A. for the first time this year,
and who have not been registered previously
in any other state associations, are not elig-
ible to take the test. Those interested should
advise the State Office immediately in order
that necessary arrangements can be made
with the school administrators who will sup-
ervise the taking of the exam. Officials living
in Kentucky need not suggest the name of
an examiner, since it is probable that one
examiner for each county will be named. The
"approved" rating does not carry forward
from year to year, but must be earned each
year. After an official has received the
"certified" rating, he keeps this rating by
attending clinics without having to continue
to take the exam each year.
Approved and Certified Officials
Twenty-one football officials have quali-
fied for the "certified" rating this fall, and
one for the "approved" rating. These officials
are:
Certified Officials—Jim Barlow, Thomas
P. Bell, Howard Bennett, Richard Betz,
George W. Brown, Travis Combs, John S.
Crosthwaite, Jr., Jack H. Durkin, W. H.
Gammon, Gene Harris, Fletcher Holeman,
Bernard Johnson, Raymond Kraesig, Carl
Lawson, Bob McCollum, Bill Nau, Doug
Noland. K. F. Schmitt, Joseph R. Schumann,
John H. Shaw, Clifton Stone.
Approved Official—Robert H. Florence.
Protection Fund News
Two hundred eighteen member schools of
the K.H.S.A.A. had insured their athletes
with the Protection Fund at the time this
issue of the magazine went to press. One
hundred thirty-six claims, totaling $3,197.58
have been paid since July 1.
Employment Bureaus
Sixteen employment bureaus for officials,
one in each basketball region, have been es-
tablished. Each registered official should
file at once with his bureau head and 'or the
nearest bureau head his schedule of games
and a list of dates on which the official will
be available to call games. The names of the
bureau heads, with their business and resi-
dence phone numbers, are as follows:
Region 1. Rex Alexander, Murray State
College, Murray; Business No. 740, Ext. 15;
Res. No. 1292W.
Region 2. Amos Teague, Chickasaw Dr.,
Madisonville ; Res. No. Ta 1-4639.
Region 3. Roy Settle, 1413 St. Mary's Ave.,
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Owensboro; Business No. MU 3-3575; Res.
No. MU 3-2136.
Region 4. Bob Forsythe, 113 Chestnut,
Greenville; Business No. 474; Res. No. 949.
Region 5. James Jenkins, Route 1, Bowl-
ing Green ; Res. No. 2-5954.
Region 6. Howard Gardner, 307 Poplar Dr.,
Elizabethtown ; Business No. Fort Knox
4654; Res. No. 4451.
Region 7. Dave Longenecker, 3910 Olympic,
Louisville; Business No. TW 5-3401, Ext.
301-2 ; Res. No. TW 6-9071.
C. 0. Ricketts, 10217 Starlight Way, Val-
ley Station; Business No. ME 4-1551, Ext.
220; Res. No. WA 1-9583.
Region 8. Elmo Head, Shelbyville; Busi-
ness No. 142 ; Res. No. 1273W.
Region 9. John Schaar, Bellevue; Business
No. Co. 1-2980; Res. No. Co. 1-5069.
Region 10. Bennie Bridges, North Middle-
town ; Res. No. 4392.
Region 11. Harry Stephenson, 2210 Circle
Dr., Lexington; Business No. 4-2431; Res.
No. 4-9620.
Region 12. Bob McLeod, Somerset; Busi-
ness No. 545; Res. No. 571.
Region 13. John S. Crosthwaite, Harlan
;
Business No. 57; Res. No. 2075.
Region 14. Arnett Strong, 425 Cedar,
Hazard; Business No. 3300; Res. No. North
389.
Region 15. Dick Looney, Pikeville; Res.
No. 813.
Region 16. Ernie Chattin, 2147 Central,
Ashland; Business No. East 4-6191; Res. No.
1088.
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
MEMBER SCHOOLS OF THE K.H.S.A.A.
Alvaton
Buffalo
Booker T. Washington
(Ashland)
Campbellsburg
Carter
Charleston
(Dawson Springs)
Clarkson
Douglass
(Henderson)
Dunbar
(Morganfield)
Fail-view
(Ashland)
Feds Creek
Foundation School
(Berea)
Hawesville
John's Creek
Lily
Livingston County
(Smithland)
Lyon County
(Kuttawa)
Mason
(Lancaster)
Minerva
Munfordville
Pleasureville
Poplar Creek
(Carpenter)
Rosenwald
(Providence)
Salem
St. Agatha Academy
(Winchester)
St. Agnes
(Uniontown)
Stinnett Settlement
(Hoskinston)
Taylor County
(Campbellsville)
Uniontown
Van Lear
Wayland
William Grant
(Covington)
Willisburg
Minutes of Board Meeting
The Board of Control of the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association met at the K.H.S.A.A.
Building, Lexington, on Saturday morning, October
5, 1957. The meeting was called to order by Presi-
dent Russell Williamson at 9:30, with all Board
members, Commissioner Theo. A. Sanford, and
Assistant Commissioner J. B. Mansfield present.
Louis Litchfield moved, seconded by W. H.
Crowdus, that the reading of the minutes of the
July 27th meeting be waived, since the members of
the Board had received copies of these minutes.
The motion was carried unanimously.
W. B. Jones, Chairman of the Retirement Com-
mittee, discussed at length the terms of retirement
contracts for Commissioner Sanford and Assistant
Commissioner Mansfield which he and the members
of his committee had prepared. Messrs. Sanford and
Mansfield stated that the terms of the contracts as
drawn were satisfactory to them. W. B. Jones moved,
seconded by K. G. Gillaspie, that President William-
son and Vice-President Litchfield be authorized to
sign for the Board as party of the first part the
contracts which the Retirement Committee had
prepared for the Commissioner and Assistant Com-
missioner. The motion was carried unanimously.
Jack Dawson moved, seconded by K. G. Gillaspie,
that Commissioner Sanford and Assistant Commis-
sioner Mansfield be refunded the money which they
had contributed to the K.H.S.A.A. Annuity Trust
Fund plus 2-3/4</(> interest compounded annually,
that the treasurer be authorized to sell the necessary
amount of securities to pay this amount, and that
the remainder of the account be transferred to the
K.H.S.A.A. The motion was carried unanimously.
Chairman W. H. Crowdus of the Football Champ-
ionship Committee repoi-ted that eleven question-
naires had been returned from states which spon-
sored championships. He recommended that his com-
mittee have a meeting prior to the next Board of
Control meeting for the purpose of preparing a
questionnaire concerning a possible K.H.S.A.A. foot-
ball championship, to be sent to Kentucky schools
now sponsoring football.
The Commissioner read letters which he had
received from Prin. William C. Summers of the
Bate High School and Supt. John E. Robinson of the
Danville City Schools, concerning- the eligibility of
Roscoe Tucker, Donald Davis, and Michael Smith.
He recommended that the eligibility of Roscoe Tuck-
er at the Bate High School be restored immediately,
and that the eligibility of Donald Davis and Michael
Smith be restored as of the opening date of the
second semester of the 1957-58 school year. W. B.
Jones moved, seconded by Jack Dawson, that the
recommendation of the Commissioner be accepted,
and that the eligibility of the players mentioned be
restored. The motion was carried unanimously.
All members of the Board concurred with a de-
cision of the Commissioner relative to the eligibility
of Alan Gi-aham. now enrolled in the Old Kentucky
Home School.
The Commissioner stated that he had been asked
previously by members of the Board of Control to
get estimates on completing the two unfinished
basement rooms in the K.H.S.A.A. Building. He
stated that the R. T. Jordan firm of Lexington had
given an estimate of $1286.00 for finishing the two
rooms involved; and that Meriwether & Marye, the
building architects, had advised that the bid was a
reasonable one and should possibly be accepted, since
it would hold for only a short period of time. The
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Commissioner stated further that he had gotten in
touch with President iWillii-mson and Vice-President
Litchfield, and that the three, acting as an execu-
tive committee, had authorized R. T. Jordan to
complete the work mentioned. Cecil A. Thornton
moved, seconded by Robert P. Forsythe, that the
action taken by the executive committee be sustained
and approved. The motion was carried unanimously.
The date of the next meeting of the Board was set
for January 5, 1968, immediately prior to the open-
ing of the National Federation Football Committee
meeting, scheduled to be held in Lexington.
Louis Litchfield moved, seconded by K. G. Gil-
laspie, that Tommy Bell and Edgar McNabb be
namea respectively delegate and alternate to the
forthcoming- meeting of the National Fedei'ation
Football Committee. The motion was carried un-
animously.
Cecil A. Thornton moved, seconded by W. H.
Crowdus, that all bills of the Association, begin-
ning July 27, 1957, and ending October 4, 1957, be
allowed. The motion was carried unanimously.
The Board was then called to order in its capa-
city as Board of Directors of the K.H.S.A.A. Pro-
tection Fund.
Secretary-Treasurer Sanford presented a list of
claims which had been paid by the Protection Fund
since July 27, 1957, the total amount of these claims
being $1,969.96. Jack Dawson moved, seconded by
W. B. Jones, that the claims as presented by the
Secretary-Treasurer of the Protection Fund be al-
lowed. The motion was carried unanimously.
There being no further business, the meeting
adjourned.
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled November 1, 1957)
If une telephone number is given for an official listed, it is
the home phone number unless otherwise desginated. If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Chattin, Ernie P., 2147 Central, Ashland, 108S, East 4-6191
Gorea, Frank, Box 452, Williamson, W. Va.
Coudret, Raymond Joe, 843 E. Gum, Evansville. Ind.. Ha 2-1462
Creekmore, Lester, 313 Center, Bellevue, Ju 1-2624
Denton, Charles M., 1427 Clay, Henderson, Va 6-4020, Va 6-3195
Fraley, Bill, 1604 Lee Dr., Henderson, Va 7-9410
Cast, Robert W., 2038 Goldsmith Ln., Louisville, 01 4-7220,
Mel 4-S301
Grace, Hickory E., Middlesboro, 413 J
Gross, F. E., 107 Lapsley Place, Knoxville, Tenn., 20874, 26012
Hale, Don C, Berea
Harris, Russell, 368 Boiling Springs Dr., Lexington, 4-6626
Hofstetter, Carl, Rt. 1, Box 6, Williamson, W. Va., 814
Kerr, Kenneth, 810 Brookline, Louisville, Em 8-0813, Ju 5-4000
Lee, Charles J., Simmons High School, Versailles, Lexington,
2-3003, Versailles 248
Peeno, Harry R., 422 Oak St., Ludlow, Ju 1-7335
Ratterman, Bernard W., Jr., 610 Dale Ave., Louisville
Em 6-6909, Ju 7-1241, Ext. 6274
Riggins, Jason, li/o W. 6th Ave., Williamson, W. Va.
Scott, Luther, 211 Spruce St.. Murray, 1666
Skinner, Earnest, 206 Pine St., Murray
Swope, William, 406 Breckinridge, Lexington, 6-3698
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled November 1, 1957)
If one telephone number is given for an official listed it is
the home phone number unless otherwise designated. If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Abell, James Alvie, Burna, 3440
Allen, Lowry R., 2800 Frederica, Owensboro, Mu 3-6761
Allen, Stanley M., Hawesville, 3401
Austin, W. G., 1928 Cherry. Paducah, 3-7071
Baird. Bill. First St.. Box 493, Harlan. 632, 632
Baker, Earl C, Jr., Crab Orchard, 3292
Baker, Morris D.. Delmer
Barker, Donald, Bates, Harrodsburg 4160
Barnett, J. W., 201 College St., Somerset, 741 R, 907
Bartley, Robert E., Hellier
Baskin, Sylvester, 214 West, P. O. Box 1066, Lynch, Vi 8-5637
Beard, Monie, 617 Hampton Rd., Bowling Green, Victor 3-8848,
Victor 3-6036
Beard, Ralph M., 211 Tyne Rd., Louisville, Tw 37722, Tw 37722
Begiey, James P., Tlltord, 1841 (Bus. No.)
Belcner, tlsier. Pine Ave., Elkhorn City, 2601
BlacKDurn, Clyde W., London, 620 X, 675
BlanKensnip, Z,eb, Kt. 3, Kicnmond, 2229 M, 66
Biumer, Snerry, Jr., 376 Park Ave., Lexinton, 3-0312
Braughler, David L., Brooksville, 5-4721, Cincinnati PI 18550
iirexei; Randell L., Route 4, London, 94 J., 722
Bridges, Bennie h,., Nortn Middletown, 4392
iiriscoe, Hubert, Shelbyville, 1484, 263
Brown, Charles L. Jr., E. K. S. C, Richmond
Brown, C. R., 1241/. Second St., Sliver Grove, Hi 1-5271
Brummett, Joseph W., 519 O'Hara Dr., Danville, 2921, 1900
Ext. 26
Bruner, Jack C, P. O. Box 85, Lrfjndon, 360 L, 51
Burkhart, Jimmy P. O. Box 133, Wallins, Mo. 4-3597
Buzzerio, Larry, 133 N. 14th St., Murray, 1754
Calhoun, ioster, Hindman, 1602 2410
Capps, Jerry, Calvert City, Ex 54027
Carroll, Joe E., Falcon
Carson, Louis N., 6301 Harding, Portsmouth, Ohio, Scioto
221-Y, Elmwood 34560
Carter, Buddy, 314 High St., Vine Grove, 2918 (Bus. No.)
Carter, Chiton, 617 Emberton, rompkinsville, Hu 7-5686
Carter, James Anderson, Route 2, Carlisle, 26M, 1
Cassady, Cnarles W., 1127 Kentucky, Bowling Green, Vi 3-9538
Cales, Vernon K., Sedalia
Chattin, Ernie P., 2147 Central, Ashland, 1008, East 4-6191
Clark, Owen, Route 3, Georgetown
Cocanougher, Robert, 468 W. Broadway, Danville, 2434, 1900,
Ext. 26
Cole, Harold, Heidrick, 621-L, 341
Collins, Bill, Hamilton St., K. A. House, Georgetown, 735
Conley, Ted Lynn, 3227^1 Walters Hill Dr., Ashland, East 4-2912
Conley, Tom, W., Rt. 23, Paintsville, 542 (Bus. No.)
Cook, Max Wheeler, P. O. Box 189, Murray, 76 (Bus. No.)
Copley, Sidney M., Elkhorn City, 4151, 3401
Coryell, Francis W., 162 Francis, Louisville, Em 3-5892
Coudret, Raymond Joe, 843 E. Gum, Evansville, Ind., Ha 2-1462
Cox. Rufus A., 223 Rutter, Earlington, Du 3-4001, Du 3-3301
Coy, Hugh M., 316 South Second, Richmond. 842
Crank, Buck, 3010V- Lock Ave., Catlettsburg, 54 (Bus. No.)
Crawford, Donald R., Easum Rd., Jeffei-sontown, An 7 1937
Daniels, Bob, Sacramento
Davenport, Bobby Jack, P. O. Box 204, Williamsburg, 6531
Davis, Donald, 39 Harrison, Bellevue, Ju 1-9813, Co 1-2980
Davis, Donald, West Irvine, 441-R
Derrick, Charles A., 347 Linden, Southgate, Hi 1-5073, Ju 1-2366
DeMoisey, J. Fo.x, 227 Highland Ave., Ft. Thomas, Hi 1-0795,
Hi 1-0795
Dobson, Kenneth, 416i/i S. 10th, Mayfield. 1193, Tilghman
Trade School
Duerson, Guy K., Jr., Richmond Rd., Berea, 285, 184
Elrod, Richard L., Route 1, Box 14, Portsmouth, Ohio, Ul 8-5366
Estes, A. D., 202 Riverside Dr., Owensboro, Mu 3-2336
Eversoie, Oscar, 812 E. Main, Lexington
Farley, James F., 608 Grant, Danville, 2495
Farmer, John Clay "Jack," 122 N. First St., Danville, 1591-W,
2192
Foster, William R. "Bob", Science Hill, 234, 19
Garland, Harrold Wade, 620 Broad, Murray, 1796
Gates. Thomas F., Route 6, Hopkinsville, Tu 6-2837
Gibson, Romulus D., Box 212, Campbellsville. 8182-W
Giese, Richard E., 93-A Wherry, Ft. Campbell, 3813 (Bus. No.)
Gillette, Bob, 702C Warrendale, Georgetown, 826
Giordano, Al, 113 N. 14th St., Murray, 1754
Goodin, Charles L., Summit Dr., Pineville, ED 7-2365. ED 7-2151
Goranflo, Robert E., 133 Bonner, Louisville, Tw 52805, Ch 54161
Gover, Robert J., 622 E. 13th, Bowling Green, 3-8431
Grace, Hickory E., Jr., Middlesboro, 413 J
Graham. James E., 2424 Adams, Ashland, 4-8169
Gray, Raymond. Island, Hu 6-2161
Greathouse, Bobby, Old Scottsville Rd., Bowling Green, Vi 2-2568
Green, Walter, Jr., 1028i/., Corbin, 2377, 465
Grisham, Jesse R., 1627 Roosevelt, Henderson, Va 7-1035
Hagerdorn, Thomas, 116 Electric Ave., Southgate, Hi 1-5222,
Hi 1-9931
Hardin, Don, R. F. D. 1, Morehead, 886
Hallinan, Garland R., 702 A Warrendale. Georgetown
Hammond, William, 16 Walnut, Berea, 104 W, 820
Hargis, Bobby S., Box 6, Calvert City, Ex 5-4849
Hawkins. Robert W., Echo Lane, Madisonville, Taylor 1-6118,
Tavlor 1-2990
Hendrix. Jack, P. O. Box 235, London
Hesse, Robert E., 611 N. 39th St. Louisville, Sp 8-8562,
Ju 4-3211. Ext. 324 or 334
Higgir.s, Bobby D., P. O. Box 133, Slaughters
Hils, M. David, 1547 Dana, Cincinnati, Ohio, RE 1-9349,
PA 1-4040
Hill, Earl F., General Delivery, London, 637 L
Hobbs, Charles V.. 2121 Main, Westwood, Ashland, Ea 4-9439,
Ea 4-2176
Hofstetter, Joe, Box 2173. Williamson, W. Va.
Holzknecht, George, 2902 Miles Rd., Louisville. Gl 8-5661
Horton, John, Shearer Apt's No. 7, Monticello, 328-B, 328-B
Hoskins, Charles. 2922 Finn, Louisville
Hughes, Charles F., Wayland, 4881, 3491
Huntsman, Bill. 114 Doris Ave., Glasgow, Olive 1-5440,
Olive 1-2295
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Hurd, Fred, Clinton, 6440, 2381
Huter, James J., 3506 Vermont Ave., Louisville, Spring 8-3891,
2271 Henryville, Ind.
Ison, G. B., Flemingsburg, 61B1, 4431
James, Gene, 315 Parlt Ave., Ironton, Ohio, 4533, 3699
Jenkins, E. E., 129 Second St., Silver Grove, Hi 1-1603
Jones, Charles "Junior", 2834 Yorkshire Blvd., Louisville,
Gl 8-1293, Atherton High School
Jones, Robert E., 220 W. 5th, Winona, Minn., 2291, 3059
Jones, Eobert T., 286 Nesbit St., Madisonville, TA 1-5066
(Bus. No.J
Judy, Eussell Max, Box 207, Millersburg, 4425
Kelly, Callis, Volga, Paintsville 1011, (Bus. No.)
Lambert, Kenneth L., 2221 Bayard Pk. Dr., Evansville, Ind.,
GR 66146, HA 65252
LeFevers, Jasper, Jr., Cardinal
Lentz Charles E., R. F. D. 6, Benton, La 7-7447, La 7-6431
Leonhardt. A. C, 1417 Oleanda Ave., Louisville, Em 6-1919,
Ju 62211, Ext. 697
Lequire, Harold Monroe, "Buckett", North Main, Harlan,
1123 193
McAninch, E. R., Liberty, 33241
McBride, Kenneth W., 157 St. William Dr., Lexinton, 4-8287,
3-3335
McCargo, Frank, R. F. D. 2, Hopkinsville, 6-4532, 6-9400
McCord, Coleman, 981 Delia Dr., Lexington, 4-9327, 4-2880
McDowell, Pat Ed, Ky. Wesleyan College, Men's Dormitory,
Owensboro, Mu 45261, Ext. 12
Mahurin, Larry R., M. S. C, P. O. Box 416, Murray, Tu 4-4378
Maines, George, 44 Clover St., Erlanger, Di 1-7460, Co 1-8120
Manasco, Estel N., Austin Peay State College, Clarksville, Tenn.
Marks, Howard R., 2425 S. York St., Owensboro, Mu 3-0643,
RE 3-4421
May, Harold M., 251 N. 3rd., Danville, 2566, 1400, Ext. 37
Mazza, Albert, "Babe," Glenroy Dr., North Kenova, Ohio, 44626
Meeks, Jack, 407 6th St., Corbin, 415, 661
Miller, John D., Austin Peay State College, Clarksville, Tenn.
5-5525 (Bus. No.)
Miller Kenneth H.,' Apt. 89 E. Gaffey Hts., Ft. Knox, 5757
(Bus. No.)
Miller, Rex J., 2711 Greenway Ed., Ashland, Ea 45023, Ea 46641
Mills, Herman, Lovely
Mitchell, Jimmie, R. F. D. 2, Nortonville, Or 6-3272
Mobley, Tony, 206 S. Hamilton, Georgetown, 1184
Molen, James P., 102 Richardson Dr., Somerset, 894 L, 1567 E
Morris, Rodney A., Route 4, Bowling Green, Vi 2-5764 (Bus. No.)
Moser, Emerson, E. F. D. 2, Sebree, 2181 (Bus. No.)
Newton, Reason G., Lebanon Junction, Temple 3-4683
O'Connell, Jim, 404 S. Grand Ave., Ft. Thomas, Hi 1-2150,
Di 1-9891
O'Nan, Eugene, Route 3, Henderson, 7-9077, 6-9223
Owens, Homer, Elkhorn City
Page, Jimmie Dale, Star Route, Mayfield, FA 8-3487
Parrott, Lanny L., 508 N. Columbia Ave., Campbellsville,
138 J, 579
Partridge, Donald E., 1621 N. Willow Rd., Evansville, Ind.,
Ha 41566, HA 51092
Patton, John "B.", 1419 McHenry, Louisville, Me 4-3828,
Ju 2-3511, Ext. 282
Payne, Gayle H., Bethlehem, Pleasureville 2266
Peden, Harlan, Perryville, 3311 (Bus. No.)
Peeno, Harry R., 422 Oak St., Ludlow, Ju 1-7335
Perry, James R., P. 0. Box 205, West Liberty, Sh 3-4971,
Sh 3-4275
Philpot, Kelsey Edward, P. O. Box 181, Williamsburg, 6686
Poppas, Nickolas, Box 215, Blue Diamond, 1829
Powell, Pat E., R. F. D. 1, Eadcliff, Ft. Knox 6630 (Bus. No.)
Presson, Jim, No. 25 Orch. Hts., Murray
Pursifull, Cleophus, Loyall, 1110
Pyle, George E., 1607 Phelps Ave., Hopkinsville, Tu 6-1855,
Tu 5-3485
Eains, Darrell, P. O. Box 22, Emlyn
Randolph, Donald M., 1623 Aletha Dr., Louisville 13, Okol.
96359, Okol 95145
Eatterman, Bernard W., Jr., 510 Dale Ave., Louisville, Em
6-6909, Ju 71241, Ext. 6274
Eay, Frankie, 316 Vets Village, P. O. Box 249, Richmond,
244 (Bus. No.)
Eeinhardt, Myron S., 1443 N. Ft. Thomas Ave., Ft. Thomas,
Highland 1-3730, Myrtle 7-8081
Reliford, Paul, Eoute 2, Ashland, Ea 5-2109
Richardson, Joe M., 210 York, Greenville, 1077 W, 48
Eiggins, Jason, IV, W. 6th Ave., Williamson. W. Va.
Ring, William H., 107 Watson Court, Frankfort, Ca 7-4096,
Ca 7-2281, Ext. 403
Eitter, Goebel, 101 Wooton St., Hazard, 836, 365
Eoark, Paul Glenn, Linefork
Roark, Van Venson, Linefork
Eoberts, Bob, 215 Southport Dr., Lexington, 2-6495, 5-2020
Eobertson, Lee, 108 Shelia Dr., Glasgow, 01 1-3400, 01 1-3787
Eocke, James M., 10 Lewis Circle, Erlanger, Di 19082, Ax 12523
Rothfuss, Richard, 37 Gregory Lane, Ft. Thomas, Hi 19190
Rozen, Morris, Richmond, 18592, 2038
Salyer, Paul H., Box 995, Salyersville, Fireside 9-4623
Sarr, Richard, 630 Seattle Dr., Lexington, 22240, Ext. 211
(Bus. No.)
Saylor, Gene, 76 Field St., Cumberland, 6E
Sexton, William L., 324 4th Ave., Dayton, HE 15941, MA 1-4321,
Line 40
Shaw, Earl, 109 Hill Court, Lancaster, 524, Bry 2208
Shelton, Robert, 515 Pelham, Maysville, LO 4-4031
Shoupe, Edgar, 132 Holly, Pineville, Edgewood 7-2179
Shuck, Thomas G., 960 Stonewall, Lexington. 24635, 24635
Siler, Clarence M., 8th St., & Cumberland Ave., Williamsburg,
6188
Simms, Wavelan J., Jr., Co B Sp Tng Eegt USATCA, Fort
Knox, 6033, 2648
Simpson, Paul D., North 9th St., Williamsburg, 6607, 5601,
6125
Small Rex, 300 E. 27th, Owensboro, Mu 4-2845, Mu 3-2431
Small, Wm. W., Jr., "Bill", 1846 Mary Catherine Dr., Louis-
ville 16, Em 8-8365, Hi. 4900
Smith, David V.'., 8107 Eory Way, Louisville, 19, Wo 9-0060,
Gl 8-6369
Smith, Eurie Hayes, 3730 Taylorsville Ed., Louisville, GL 40374,
GL 40374
Smith, Eurie H. Ill, 3730 Taylorsville Rd., Louisville, GL 40374,
GL 40374
Smith, Wayne N., Cane Valley, Fulton 4-3165
Smith, Willard N., Cane Valley, Fulton 4-3165
Sosh, La Rue, Third Street, Uniontown, 1, 200
Sosh, Nelson, Third Street, Uniontown. 123, 200
Spencer, Edward, Booneville
Spencer, Irvin E., 1811 Duboury Ave., Louisville 16, Sp 8-6281,
We 7-2300
Spurlock, Ralph, Cawood, 695-R, 334 or 335
Stahl, Francis, 224 W. Third St., Maysville, LO 4-6393
Stamper, Eobert L., Morehead, 500 W, 194 or 195
Starns, Harry Thomas, 170 Forest Ave., Lexington, 24326
Stovall, John A., Lasiter Apfs, 16th St., Murray, 1664 W
Swope, William, 406 Breckinridge, Lexington, 63698
Taylor, Carl, Route 3, Box 250, Corbin, 1718
Thoma, M. L., 103 Holly, Berea, 620
Thomas, William G., 764 N. Seminary, Madisonville, Ta 1-2983
Ta 1-4144
Tincher, Robert, Nashville Ed., Bowling Green, Vi 3-3380,
Vi 2-1681
Tindall, Gene D., Route 3, Shelbyville, 962 M2, 1214
Tolbert. John Louis, 2769 Greenup Ave., Ashland, Ea 6-1016
Torian, Virgil, Jr., 1107 East First, Hopkinsville, Tu 5-5457,
Tu 6-2866
Turner, Bruce, 203 E. 19th St., Paris, 534, 9060
Turner, Thomas, 79 Washington Ave., Glendale, Ohio, Pr
1-6055, Po 1-4100, Line 1329
Tye, Bobby R., 129 Pine St., Pineville, 7-2090
Van Meter, Kaye Don, Bee Spring, Ly 73676, Ly 73605
Vance, Earl G., 304 Norris Ct., Glasgow, 3083, 6205
Van Zant, Jim, 502 Prichard St., Williamson, W. Va.
Waddell, William R., 4719 Granada, Valley Station, We 71289
Waggoner, Philip, Wingo
Waldon, Tot, Bandana, Ca 4-2335
Walker, Lawrence I., 5402 Bold Venture Rd., Valley Station,
Louisville We 73841, Ft. Knox 2832
Wallen, Edgar, 2226 Bath Ave.. Ashland, Ea 4-5834 (Bus. No.)
Walters, Jim, Lothair, North 340, 177 Hazard
Watkins, Byron C, P. O. Box 120, Cave City, PE 3-2491,
PR 3-7951
Webb, Oren H., Sweeden, Ly. 6-2151 (Bus. No.)
Weisbrodt. Paul E., 350 Stratford, Lexington, 2-7569, 4-6666
Westoff, Eobert A., 26 St. Jude's Ct., Florence
White, David B., 1325 Kentucky, Bowling Green, Vi 3-4331
(Bus. No.)
White, James, Box 881, Lynch
vVhite, Robert C, 116 S. 24th, Middlesboro, 617, 366
Whitfield, Eobert B., Ky. Wesleyan College, Men's Dormitory,
Owensboro, Mu 4-5261, Ext. 12
Willett, Arthur G., 3808 Nanz, Louisville, Tw 5-0715, Ju 4-9011,
Ext. 36
Williams, Tom M., 116 E. Broadway, Bardstown, Fieldbrook
8-3079, Ch 9-3267
Willis, Donald, P. O. Box 689, Pikeville, 421 M
Wilson, Jack R., 2220 Sharon Ed., Ashland, Ea 4-1234, Ea 5-1611
Willson, Martin Wayne, E. F. D. 3, Dixon
Witschger, LeRoy J., 8400 Forest, Cincinnati 30, Ohio, Be
1-5859, KL 1-6600, Line 666
Witt, Fred, Whitesburg, 266 I
Woerner, Eobert Fredericik. 10117 Grand, Jeffersontown,
An 7-1174, Sp. 7-2475
Wright, Larry LaRue. Salt Lick, Or 4-2585
Young, Coleman L., 340 Vet Village, Eichmond
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The Flying Dutchman
The greatest nightmare of a preacher, a
politician or a clinic director is laryngitis.
While conducting the Indiana clinic at In-
dianapolis, just one day before the start of
the Kentucky clinics, the Hoosier flu germs
invaded this Kentucky Colonel's throat. The
following night at the first clinic in Louis-
ville, those coaches and officials took a beat-
ing listening to the raspy, scarcely audible
voice of your Flying Dutchman.
All might have been lost for this year's
clinics had not "Old Doc" Theodore A. San-
ford, who prescribes athletic remedies for
Kentucky from his Commissioner's office,
come to the rescue by supplying a throat con-
coction which he guarantees cures everything
from laryngitis to lockjaw. He calls the cure-
all "Shy Low." Believe me, after a couple of
doses, no throat can afford laryngitis. So it
is that we owe a lot to "Shy Low," "Doc", and
to his assistant, Joe Billy Mansfield, who
made the 1900-mile sashay around Kentucky
insisting on my taking the mixture of "who-
knows-what" regularly.
Be certain of one thing, the youthful As-
sistant Commissioner has a knack for mak-
ing friends wherever he goes. Kentucky now
has two mountainous sections, one being the
natural Kentucky mountains in the eastern
section, and the other the "mountain of
friends" which Joe Billy created in Western
Kentucky. Everybody liked the close contact
with the liason-man for the K.H.S.A.A. of-
fice in Lexington. He did a tremendous job
of disseminating information all along the
route.
To say that the clinic crowds were large
would be putting the whole issue too mildly.
Roughly, 2500 coaches, officials, players,
cheerleaders and spectators were on hand.
There has never been more interest mani-
fested in any year than this. Coaches joined
with officials in studying the rules, discuss-
ing them and reaching a common understand-
ing. The union of coaches and officials at the
meetings can only mean better relationships
between these two fraternities.
Not only were officials present from Ken-
tucky, but there were several hundred who
attended from six other states, namely, Il-
linois, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, West Vir-
ginia and Virginia. Whenever seven states
can join together in clinic discussions, old
barriers start tumbling and interstate friend-
ships flourish where animosities formerly
existed. It's not difficult to reach uniformity
when such representative groups sit down
and discuss things in friendly meetings.
We learned that Winchester's former
coach, Eck Braham, had left the Bluegrass
when he turned up as the coach of North
Warren at the Bowling Green clinic ; and that
Shorty Jamerson, who was at the Pikeville
clinic last year, showed up at the clinic as the
coach of Glasgow High School; and then we
observed also that Bobby Watson, former
U. of K. "flash", was trying on Lawrence
McGinnis' big coaching shoes at Owensboro.
Nobody could help noticing little Nick
Poppas, who the Dutchman claims is the
smallest basketball official in the world with
the biggest heart, passing out cigars in the
Hazard clinic. Nick and his attractive wife,
Eula, were boasting the arrival that day of
a new five-pound boy whom they are calling
Michael. Nick says that Michael will join his
four year old brother, Stephen Cooper Pop-
pas, in Nick's private school for basketball
officials to perpetuate the Poppas philosophy
of officiating. Incidentally, Stephen Cooper
Poppas is named for the former Morehead
great, Warren Cooper.
We also learned that Kentucky is about to
suffer a big loss in its officiating ranks.
Johnny Crosthwaite is to be transferred from
Harlan to Big Stone Gap, Virginia. Johnny,
who possesses one of the sharpest athletic
minds in Kentucky, has served the K.H.S.
A.A. as Regional Clinic Director ever since
"Tater" Combs moved out of the educational
field and accumulated a fortune. A look at
the new salary Johnny will command at his
Big Stone Gap post is enough to convince us
that he is about to amass another one of
those "Combs Fortunes."
We had lost track of Kenny Reeves, former
U. of L. star who learned his high school
basketball under the personable Earl Jones,
of Maysville. We found him again at the
clinic at Bell County High outside of Pine-
ville. Kenny has opened up his dentist's of-
fice in Pineville, and is officiating just to
keep close contact with the game he loves.
One thing is a lead-pipe cinch. If Dr. Kenny
Reeves is as accurate with his drill as he was
with his jump shot, there won't be many
tooth cavities left in Bell County!
While we were traveling in the mountains,
the ghost of last year's awful flood was
present. Admiring the wonderful recovery
those mountain towns have made and re-
membering as we conducted the Pikeville
clinic that the flood waters had swirled
angrily through that same gymnasium and
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had made homeless hundreds of Pikeville
citizens, it just seemed right that Russ Wil-
hamson should present Coach John Bill
Trivette the Flying Dutchman's Corn Cob
Pipe of Honor Award for all he did to allev-
iate suffering during that trying time.
John Bill promoted benefit basketball
games to bring thousands of dollars into
flood relief in his city and it was also Coach
Trivette who gathered up clothes of all kinds
while his team was playing in the Louisville
Invitational Tournament to take back to his
suffering friends in Pikeville. Nobody ever
deserved the Corn Cob Pipe of Honor more
for unselfish service to his fellowman.
Watch your Sunday Courier-Journal for
the magazine article which Joe Creason is
writing on the basketball clinics. Photograph-
ers were dispatched to various clinic towns
to get a pictorial study of the annual training
sessions which do so much to keep basketball
the popular sport it is. This story will be
widely read and will add many friends to Joe
Creason's ever growing list. Joe is heartily
liked right straight across the Common-
wealth.
Speaking of friends, the Dutchman has
just come to the realization that he must
have a hundred friends in the state. That
many people have already phoned in requests
to the N.C.A.A. Tournament being played in
Louisville in March. Your old Dutch friend
wrote a check for $1,000 to "ice" these tickets
away so his friends would have the best seats
in the house. Bill Henry, affable Sports
Director of the Kentucky State Fair and Ex-
position Center, has been pulling on that
check now for weeks, wondering if it is
elastic.
Attention, all coaches and officials of the
eastern section of Kentucky! When the
Dutchman returned from his eastern swing
of the clinics, he had a telephone conversa-
tion with H. V. Porter, National Rules inter-
preter of Chicago, and was informed that if
both teams appeared wearing illegal numbers,
there must be one technical foul shot by
Team A, one technical foul shot by Team B,
followed by a jump ball at center between
any two opponents. On my tour, I told you
that this would be a double foul with no shots
involved. Your Dutch friend just did some-
thing no official has ever been guilty of.
He made a mistake!
Here and There
TRACK AND FIELD: The new 1958
edition of the Track and Field Rules Book
is being published about December 1. It will
include records of all 1957 state meets, all
rules revisions, the honor roll of best per-
formers for 1957, an up-to-date list of Na-
tional Interscholastic records and a section
devoted to Junior College performances.
Most of the rules revisions are of a technical
nature but a few are of interest to all track
followers. Unless announced otherwise in
advance, three places will be counted in a
dual meet and four in either a triangular or
quadrangular meet. To avoid possible inter-
locking of hurdles when lanes are 42 inches
wide, the top bar may now be 41 inches wide,
instead of the previous minimum of 42
inches. Either vertical or diagonal stripes
may be used. For the shot put or discus
throw, a concrete surface with a roughness
of 1/64 inch is recommended, but is not
mandatory). Experimentation with a high
school discus with a slightly thinner rim for
easier grip and better control is authorized.
The distance it can be thrown is not different
from the currently used discus.
The Track and Field Records Committee
has now given a decision on the application
for national record made in behalf of two
California boys who ran the 100-yard dash
in 9.4 seconds in a dead heat. This is equal
to the time of Jesse Owens in 1933. At the
meeting of the Records Committee in June,
action on the application was delayed pend-
ing further collection of facts. Further study
of the conditions revealed that there was
some difference of opinion as to the wind
velocity at the time of the race and as to the
type of measuring device which was used.
The Records Committee has voted that the
performance, although outstanding and re-
markable, cannot be accepted as a national
record.
BASEBALL: A report to the Joint Base-
ball Committee indicates a continued steady
growth in interest in high school baseball.
Public interest has been attracted by un-
usual performers who have gone from high
school teams directly to a major league team.
Illustrations are the McDaniel boys of the
St. Louis Cardinals. Each year there have
been a few such cases but those of the cur-
rent season have been more numerous or
more widely publicized. It is not the primary
purpose of the high school program to pro-
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duce professional baseball players. Such pro-
duction is a by-product which, for some boys,
may be desirable just as it may be desirable
for a machine shop graduate to accept a good
available position after graduation. A rule
of thumb procedure does not fit all cases.
In each case, the value of continuance in
college must be weighed against related fac-
tors, including possible opportunities at a
later date for using talent which may dimin-
ish rapidly as time passes.
For most individuals, high school baseball
is an avocational interest which offers in-
centive for keeping in good physical and
mental condition, a chance for enjoyable
competition and an opportunity to develop
interests which will provide satisfaction
throughout life, even after the days of active
participation are in the past. The contribu-
tion to general welfare is great enough to
warrant rejoicing in the expansion of the
program which has doubled the number of
participating high school teams in the last
ten or fifteen years.
SERVED WITH TRIMMINGS: A school
contest without some organized cheering
would be in a class with a merry-go-round
without a calliope or a salad without the
dressing. The extent to which cheering con-
tributes to the known advantage of playing
on the home field or court may be debatable
but any experienced administrator knows
that the psychological effect on spectators is
great. At its best, cheerleading is one of the
most effective means of maintaining good
crowd conduct. At its worst, it is a rabble
rousing provoker of mass hysteria. School
administrators, recognizing the importance
of this activity, have, through the State High
School Association, sponsored a program
for training leaders. During October and
early November, Michigan held four cheer-
leadmg clinics. The instructor was Newt
Loken, Gymnastic and Cheerleading Coach
at University of Michigan. Minnesota has a
well established series of clinics which have
beer; conducted by L. R. Herkimer of Dallas,
Texas. Ohio inaugurated a state-wide clinic
last year and found difficulty in finding a
place large enough to accommodate the par-
ticipants. Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, North Da-
kota, Kentucky, Tennessee and other states
have a series of clinics.
EXCERPTS: From Minnesota Handbook
(Editorial by President A. J. Cole)—"If there
is one thing that we need more than any
other, it is the constant emphasis among
our citizens of that spirit of fair play. It is
that willingness to give and take, that gen-
erosity in defeat, and that lack of boastful-
ness in victory by which we identify a true
sportsman. The victories and defeats of play
in student days should be used to strengthen
the fiber of character for withstanding the
victories and defeats of adult life."
From Indiana Handbook (Editorial by
President Loren Chastain)—"The greatest
problem we are now facing is public relations.
For example, with approximately four hun-
dred basketball games in Indiana every Fri-
day evening during the season involving hun-
dreds of thousands of people, the importance
and responsibility of guiding their thinking
and conduct along proper lines becomes ex-
ceedingly great. It is a challenge to our lead-
ers to handle public relations so as to main-
tain the good will of our public and use it in
developing our athletic program. I am sure
we shall, with the cooperation of all, meet
this responsibility."
Guest Editorials
New Challenges
In the face of new challenges to world
peace and a free international order, educa-
tors and statesmen are increasingly recon-
sidering certain comfortable assumptions
which have influenced a considerable amount
of our thinking. Such as assumptions of
hemispheric security, and of an orderly world
in which nations respect each other's integ-
rity and conduct their national affairs ac-
cording to law and morality.
In the light of what we have experienced
in the last fifteen years, there is little doubt
of the infiltration of ideologies which clash
with principles we hold fundamental to in-
dividual freedom and happiness.
It is increasinly more difficult for school-
men and legislators to distinguish between
responsibility of the school and the responsi-
bility of other agencies.
The school can no longer hope to meet its
responsibilities to the local community and
to the State by limiting its influence to for-
mal instruction in the confines of the class-
room. The school plant, which includes its
library, stadium, auditorium, gymnasium,
recreation and social facilities, as well as
classrooms, must inevitably become the cen-
ter in which a constantly expanding program
of youth-development is being planned and
advanced.
Accordingly, the school's offering must
include every opportunity for youth to be
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guided adequately, to experience the kind of
educational program which will benefit him
most, to participate in non-academic pro-
grams which will create satisfactory civic
attitudes, and to participate in controlled
athletic activities which will promote mental
agility and physical strength. Educational
organizations frequently establish objectives
which they seek to achieve solely through the
school's formal academic program. We are
fast realizing that these objectives can not be
attained under the conditions which create
the environment of much of our high school
population.
The P.I.A.A., with its broad program, is
only one of the many agencies directing its
efforts towards a fuller development of
American youth.
Occasionally we hear that sports build
character. We really mean that fair play, the
fundamental principle we have tried to in-
corporate into all our games, turns mere
competitive effort into character-molding ex-
periences. Suffice to say, life is more than a
game, and outstanding character is more
than sportsmanship; but athletics can make
its contribution to both of these attributes.
—Dr. Frank P. Mcguire in the Pa'thlete
Moving an Injured Player
A physician should be present at all athletic
contests in which the injury hazard is great.
One of the attending doctor's responsibilities
is to supervise the moving of an injured
player when this is necessary. However, ser-
ious injuries occur in practice and sometimes
in sports where injury is not generally anti-
cipated. At such times it may be necessary
to move the injured player, but it is usually
best to do so only on a doctor's instructions.
Student managers as well as coaches and
other faculty members connected with sports
should be well grounded in correct first-aid
procedures, including proper methods of
transportation (See Chapter on Transporta-
tion, American Red Cross First Aid Text-
book). Players, too, should have a basic un-
derstanding of first aid practices.
Don't be hurried into moving an athlete
who has been hurt; few injuries require
breakneck speed. Particularly when there is
any suspicion of a neck or back injury, the
game and crowd can wait. Remember the
first-aid admonition: "Improper or careless
methods frequently increase the severity of
the injury and may even cause death."
In body-contact sports an inconspicuously-
placed stretcher is a practical necessity. Hav-
ing an established procedure to promptly ob-
tain needed ambulance service is equally im-
portant.
Written step-by-step directions to follow
when an injured athlete must be moved are
a protection to the school as well as the
players themselves. Representatives of your
local medical society can help you develop
such "standing orders" which fit the needs
of the local situation.
TO TEAM ATTENDANTS: UNDER NO
CONDITIONS MOVE AN ATHLETE WITH-
OUT MEDICAL SUPERVISION WHO IS
UNABLE TO MOVE AN EXTREMITY.
THIS IS A SIGN OF EITHER A NECK OR
SPINAL INJURY—POSSIBLY A FRAC-
TURE. MOVING A PLAYER WITH SUCH
AN INJURY MAY CAUSE FURTHER
DAMAGE AND RESULT IN PERMANENT
DISABILITY OR EVEN DEATH.
—National Federation in cooperation with A.M.A.
Philosophy and/or Practice
All educators, be they young and enthu-
siastic, venerable in their vast experience
and self-assured, academicians or pragmat-
ists, agree that for one to do his best in any
area, he must enjoy a modest degree of good
health. It is universally agreed that an adult
is more likely to be healthy, if he is healthy
as a child. There is general agreement, also,
for the idea that an active vigorous child is
more likely to be healthy than an inert one.
The solid backing of educators is overwhelm-
ing, when questioned as to the worth of
health instruction and physical education as
a means of bringing about such changes as
will help youngsters to develop good hygiene
practices and good strong bodies. Up to this
point, philosophical points meet on common
ground. We are in accord.
The test of the philosophy, the evidence of
which should be the utilization of these fine
ideas in the schools across the land, somehow
never made the grade. In some quarters it
is said to involve too much expense. Conse-
quently, not until our child has stumbled
through the first six years of formal educa-
tion does he begin to be exposed to many of
the physical experiences he could have profit-
ed from during those earlier years. Unless he
is so fortunate as to have parents who send
him to one of the few "do-it-with-your-
muscles" camps, buy him a YMCA member-
ship, or a big brother who can do things and
undertakes to teach him, our youngster is
retarded physically. Certainly there are
children whose very need for activity will
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drive them to improvise, some of that play
is good, some of it hazardous. We all remem-
ber how we mimicked the neighborhood ath-
lete, or our favorite among the professionals.
That is all to the good, as far as it goes, but
most of us also remember how very difficult
it was to unlearn some skill we had picked
up, and relearn the correct way of perform-
ing. All that psychological trauma could have
been avoided if we had been taught, and
taught correctly. What is worse, many young
people become embarrassed at their lack of
the proper skill and give up trying. Those
are the persons who become the confirmed
spectators, or become bitterly opposed to see-
ing young studnts "wasting their time" at
sports activity. Expose every one to a well-
planned, intelligently administered program
and much of the lack of understanding and
appreciation will have been avoided.
Most of us were denied such a privilege,
because then, as now, those best qualified
to teach physical education skills are to be
found in the larger universities and colleges.
As we descend the scale of those institutions
interested in offering physical programs, we
find most really capable persons in the other
institutions of higher learning, and in the
secondary schools. In city systems, and con-
solidated situations, the junior high student
is getting something that may resemble a
physical program. Only in a few isolated in-
stances are those who need it most getting
the benefit of any real physical instruction.
We have started our building from the top.
There is a well constructed penthouse, away
up there in the clouds. The levels directly
under it are quite nice also. The trouble with
our structure is that the ground floor and
the basement are practically non-existent.
Those who make their way to the upper
floors exhibit a high degree of innate ability
and ingenuity. They get no help from those
of us who have created this top-heavy, base-
mentless structure. For future generations
we can make it easier, and the ascent more
fruitful. We can jack up the structure, as it
is, and put the foundation structures in place.
True, that is the hard way, but who is going
to suggest demolishing the entire structure.
Once we have begun work, we can also in-
clude some desirable renovations on parts of
the intermediate levels. These are long over
due. All of the technical knowledge is at
hand. We have the tools necessary. We may
be a bit short of technicians, but the renova-
tions on some of the upper levels will provide
the extra training needed to do the job at
hand. The changes are important because we
have had ample evidence that too many
young people, left to develop on their own,
have not made desirable progress in the right
direction. They need help.
There is also some evidence that their
mental health status is suffering. It cannot
be said that all of the unrest and social de-
viation is due to the lack of knowledge of
wholesome activities, but there is more than
a little concrete evidence that such activities
are very functional as tension and pressure
relieving agencies. The boy, or girl, who gives
enough time and energy to physical activity
to get the best out of it is seldom disturbed
enough to be termed delinquent.
Let us put our superior educational con-
cepts to work. Let's start down in the base-
ment, the kindergarten, and lead those chil-
dren up the stairs to healthier, more func-
tional bodies. It just might be worth the
time and effort, we too, must put into the
development. It is conceivable that they will
be appreciative, when they will have learned
to do things well. I wonder who the young
people are holding responsible that many of
them failed the recent fitness tests? They
may not live longer, but they will live better
and be more happy while they are yet alive.
—Dr. E. Preston in Delaware Bulletin.
Amateurism and School Athletics
The only remaining simon-pure amateur
program left in America today is the high
school athletic program. It is extremely dif-
ficult to preserve our amateur program as
some group or individual is always attempt-
ing to undermine it in whole or part.
The only thing that has kept our Amateur
Code so high is the unanimity of opinion
among educators that the high school ath-
letic program must remain amateur in scope
if it is to be justifiable as a part of the sec-
ondary curriculum. If it is not a part of the
educational experience provided by the school
then it is impossible to defend an inter-
school athletic program.
All state high school athletic associations,
which are, in reality, operated under direc-
tives from school men, say that scholastic
athletics must be amateur. It is true that the
definition of amateurism varies from state to
state, but all the definitions include the phil-
osophy that those who play shall not receive
pay or valuable consideration for it.
In our modern society which stresses the
"almighty" dollar over ethical, moral and
educational values it may be heresy to say
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that the Greeks had a word for it. Greek
athletes participated for fun, for pure enjoy-
ment, for the thrill of competition, and as one
great Olympian champion said : "I go forth to
excel or else to give someone else an oppor-
tunity to excel."
In general, schools desire to keep their
athletes from using their athletic skill as a
means of livelihood or incidental remunera-
tion. It appears that athletics with a place in
the educational system must be kept amateur
in nature. It is a proven fact that inter-school
relations are superior if the students com-
prising the athletic teams are bona fide
amateur students. A program based on any
other foundation than amateurism will ulti-
mately result in the demise of the inter-
school athletic program. Therefore, adminis-
trators, coaches, teachers, and lay persons
who realize the tremendous educational ex-
periences found in our athletic program must
constantly make a concerted effort to keep
our high school athletic program simon-pure.
—Dr. Rhea H. Williams in the Texas Int. Leaguer.
Join The "ABC"
What is it?
It's the "ANTI-BOOERS' CLUB."
Booing is unsportsmanlike and should be
taboo in all amateur sports, and particularly
in all inter-school activities. The individual
who "boos," no matter what the provocation,
shows
disrespect for the players and the officials
;
lack of courtesy due other spectators ; a
"win at all costs" attitude ; lack of under-
standing of the purpose of school athletics
and a lack of good sportsmanship and good
citizenship.
The booer generally discredits only himself,
although frequently he also brings discredit
on his own team and school. He sits comfort-
ably in the stands entirely removed from any
risk of injury or fatigue. He carries a "know
it all" attitude. He thinks he knows all the
game rules, the technique of coaching, the
play strategy, and what every player or of-
ficial should do under any and all circum-
stances. He is a "superman" in his own judg-
ment, but a dud in everybody else's. He is
sports' public enemy No. 1. And after the
game he alibis every defeat and knows exact-
ly what should have been done.
Yes, let's join the "ABC"—the "ANTI-
BOOERS' CLUB" and the "ALWAYS BE
COURTEOUS" gang.
—Minnesota Bulletin.
BASKETBALL QUESTIONS
(Continued from Page One)
stands with his toes touching the jumping
circle but with his heels outside it.
Ruhng: Legal position. The 2-inch wide
arc, rather than the enclosed area, is the
circle, hence, jumper is "on his half of the
circle." When jumper takes this position,
Official will observe whether his forward
momentum causes him to contact the oppon-
ent or to jump through the plane which limits
jumper's half of the cylinder. He is entitled
to movement only in his half.
8. Play: Several years ago a rules revision
resulted in a separation of the time ball be-
comes alive on jump ball and time the clock
is started. What is the reason for such dif-
ference and has it caused complications?
Ruling: Most jump ball violations occur
after ball leaves Official's hand. If ball did
not become alive at that time, they would be
dead ball violations and different from other
floor violations which occur during live ball.
When the clock was started with the toss, it
was theoretically Dossible for a team to con-
sume a few seconds by purposely committing
a violation. To partially correct this rare
and somewhat doubtful advantao-e, the time
for starting the clock was moved un to time
of a legal tap. This different dividing line
can result in several irregularities.
9. Play: Referee is ready to start game
when he discovers one or more players of
team A with illeeal numbers. ^Vhat is the
proper procedure?
Ruling: A technical foul should be called
and one free throw, res-ardless of the number
of players who have illegal numbers, should
be awarded. Also. Official has authoritv to
order the team to secure legal numbers. Fail-
ure to comply with the order could result in
one or more additional free throws. Whether
an order of this kind is issued must depend
on circumstances. In most cases, it is not
practical to reauire an immediate change
since it might cau^e undue delav and suit-
able numbers might not be readily available.
Official should renort such incident to the
conference or State Association authorities
so that future incidents will be avoided.
10. Play: Does a "common foul" always
result in the bonus penalty?
Ruling: It does provided it does not occur
prior to the team's committing of its fourth
(or sixth) personal foul durinsr a half.
IL Play: What signal should Scorer give
when bonus penalty goes into effect?
Ruling: Scorer may stand with both arms
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outstretched at the side with each index
finger extended. If desired, red or dark and
light cards about 12 inches square with H
printed on one and V on the other may be
taped to front of Scorers table. When dark
(V) card is on display, visiting team has
committed 4 (or 6) personal fouls in the
half. It should not be displayed until after
penalty for the 4th personal foul has been
administered.
12. Play : What is the penalty for a double
foul?
Ruling: Technically, there is no penalty
since, by definition, a penalty is a free throw.
It is somewhat similar to football where the
only result of a double foul is the replaying
of the down. Penalty for each foul is nulli-
fied by the other.
13. Play: During jump ball at A's free
throw line, the ball is tapped to A4 in his
court by: (a) jumper Al or non-jumper
A2; or (b) by non-jumper A3 who taps it
to the back court during his dribble and af-
ter he was first to tous'h the jump ball.
Ruling : In Ca) , it is not a violation unless,
in the case of non-jumper A2, it is a con-
trolled slan rather than an attemnt to bat
the jumn ball to a location where it can be
controlled. The legal taps of a jumper are
never considered control. In (b), it is a vio-
lation
14. Play: What is the difference between
"basket interference" and "goal tending"?
Ruling: Acts in items a and b of Rule
9-10 are commonly referred to as basket in-
terference while action in item c is referred
to as goal tending. There are two differences.
Basket interference may occur during either
a trv for field goal or a free throw while
goal tending annlies onlv to a try for field
goal. Also, basket interference alwavs oc-
curs while the ball is in the basket or touch-
ing the basket cylinder and goal tending can
occur only when the ball is not touching the
basket cylinder.
15. Play: Al tries for field goal from near
a sideline. Tall A2. near the backboard, times
his jumn so that, as ball rebounds from one
side of the backboard, he guides it into the
basket.
Ruling: Last year this would have been a
legal act since rhe restriciion of goal tend-
ing ended when liall touched either ring or
backboard. Under current rule, it is illep-al
p-oal tending unless it is obvious to the Of-
ficial that the try for field goal ended be-
cause it struck the backboard at a place such
that the try was obviously unsuccessful.
When there is doubt as to whether the bail
might have entered the basket without as-
sistance by A2, the Official will rule it illegal.
16. Play: Free throw by Al is in down-
ward flight prior to its having touched the
ring when it is batted by: (a) Bl ; or (b) A2.
Is this goal tending?
Ruling: No. In either (a) or (b), it Is a
free throw violation for having a foot above
the lane too soon. In (a), it might also be
basket interference if ball is touching the
cylinder. In that case, the penalty for the
first violation is declined and that for the
second is accepted.
17. Play : First free throw by A of a bonus
penalty is batted by Bl while it is in flight
toward basket. Is this a violation for failure
of free throw to touch ring?
Ruling: No. It is a violation by Bl for
having foot in the lane too soon. The miss-
ing of the ring is ignored.
18. Play: Prior to having committed four
common fouls in a half of a high school game,
Al and Bl commit a double foul and the foul
by Al is flagrant. How many throws are
awarded ?
Ruling: No free throws are awarded but
Al is disqualified. This should not be con-
fused with a somewhat similar situation in
which a flagrant foul and a non-flagrant foul
constitute a false double foul. In the latter
case, the flagrant foul would result in the
awarding of two free throws and the other
in one.
19. Play: Following a double foul, ball is
being taken to center circle when Al flag-
rantly pushes Bl.
Ruling: The third foul makes this a false
double foul, one element of which is a double
foul. No free throws for the double foul. 2
throws for the flagrant technical foul and
Al is disqualified. Last free throw is follow-
ed by center jump between any two oppon-
ents.
20. Play: Are the free throws canceled if:
(a) both teams appear with illegal numbers
;
or (b) Al and Bl slug each other during dead
ball?
Ruling: No. Since these are technical fouls,
they do not constitute a double foul. In (a),
one free throw and in (b), two free throws
are awarded each team. In either case, center
jump follows the last free throw.
HUNT'S
Award Jackets and Sweaters
Send us your orders for the finest specially made
and tailored award jackets. We give prompt service
on all styles and colors.
STYLE 1935—SELF MATERIAL.
Set-in sleeves. Solid color set-in slash pockets. Leather
pocket trim. Snap front. Any style. Knit trim. Iridescent
lining in body and sleeves.
STLYE 1935W—24-oimce flannel 1007<i virg-in wool. At $13.20
STLYE 1935T—Skinner tackle twill at $12.30.
STLYE 1935NF—Nylon fleece at $12.60.
STYLE 193.5Y—Rayon satin at $9.30.
STYLE 1936—Self material raglan sleeves. Same specifica-
tions as above and in all above fabrics. $1.00 extra.
Genuine leather UCLA style armhole insert in above
set-in sleeve jackets (See colors below) at 75c.
STYLE 1911—Leather set-in sleeves.
Leather sleeve award jackets with mixed wool trim.
Select top grain leather sleeves in colors cream, oak,
palomino, black, grey, white, royal and scarlet. Set-in
pockets with leather pocket facing. Iridescent satin
lining in body and sleeves. Easy action snap fasteners
in athletic colors furnished.
19nW—24-oz. flannel, 100% virgin wool $18.60
1911M—32-oz. Melton, 100% virgin wool, colors nayy, maroon,
black, dark green $18.45
1911NF—Nylon Fleece $18.15
STYLE 1912—Leather raglan sleeves.
Same specifications as No. 1911 above only raglan sleeve
model. Add 75c to above. In any material.
STYLE 1939—Reversible jacket. Raglan or set-in sleeves. Please
specify. Solid color reversible jackets. Cut extra full through-
out. Two set-in slash pockets with pocket facings of contrast-
ing color. Mixed wool knit trim. Reversed to solid color linings
with set-in pockets.
1939WT—24-oz. 100% virgin wool reversed to tackle twin__$17.95
1939WY—24-OZ. 100% virgin wool reversed to rayon satin__$15.60
1939WP—24 oz. lOO';';^ virgin wool reversed to tan or
grey poplin $15.20
1939TT—Tackle twill reversed to tackle twill $16.95
Contrasting color sleeves at 75c. Girls sizes available in all
above models at no extra charge. Other cloths in regular
jackets and reversible jackets also available. Please write for
quotations. Any style knit trim available above.
AWARD SWEATERS
No. HIV—In medium weight 100% worsted and wool V neck pullover $10.95
No. 26V—A 100% worsted and wool medium weight V neck pullover $11.95
No. H4V—A 100% worsted wool medium weight V neck pullover $ 7.95
No. HIJ—A 100% medium heavy worsted coat style button front $12.95
No. 26J—Medium weight worsted and wool coat style button front sweater $14.25
All standard athletic colors and all sizes for boys and girls available from stock in above sweaters.
Please write for quotations on chenille letters and emblems for all above jackets and sweaters.
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co.
Phone 104
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
THE LARGEST EXCLUSIVE ATHLETIC HOUSE IN TI-IE SOUTH
THE Basketball
SCORE MASTER scoreboards
MIN.|i:t#SEC. • IMMEDIATE DELIVERYe RADIAL TYPE VISIBILITY
• ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
• ACCURATE-POSITIVE TIMING
• DIMENSIONS
72" X 34" X 6"
Units: 6l/2"x 10"
MODEL 250-6V/ $415.00
A dynamic scoreboard and ilmer. Scientifically designed for easy operation, greater legibility and
low cost installation.
When ordering give distance from board to power plug. 8-foot power plug cable attached to board.
Extra power cable 16c per foot.
When ordering give distance from board to operator's table. Control cable extra 36c per foot.
Control box has 10 feet of cable attached. If additional cable is needed specify how much.
VISITORS HOME
